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Abstract. There have been many applications with AR technology such as
advertisement, education, etc. Books with AR technology are the most inter-
esting application area. In this paper, we propose an AR coloring jigsaw puzzles
which provides users with puzzle pieces for coloring and AR/VR worlds for
colored 3D animations. The proposed puzzle is composed of a jigsaw puzzle
with unpainted pieces and a smart phone application. The jigsaw puzzle with
unpainted pieces is designed large pieces of puzzle and several uncolored pieces.
The smart phone application has an AR scene for extracting color from puzzle
and a VR world for user interaction with colored animals.
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1 Introduction

With the popularization of mobile display devices, augmented reality has grown up
nowadays. Although many researchers still try to find out killer applications, many
interesting commercial applications apply the concept of augmented reality. Aug-
mented Reality (AR) is a concept of computer applications which augment virtual
objects on objects in real world [1, 2].

There have been many research activities of AR books not only on 3D visualization
but also on readers’ interaction. Magic book is a famous augmented reality book
developed by HITlab at Newzland [3]. When a user looks magic book through
hand-held displays with camera, the user can see 3D animated object over the paper
book in real world through the display devices. Early magic book utilized marker-based
tracking technique which use black rectangular shape markers.

ARToolkit is a marker-based tracking library for augmented reality applications [4].
It was originally developed by one of developers of Magic book. Later, with the
enhancement of computer vision algorithm, natural feature tracking (markerless track-
ing) technology is applied to AR books. So, pictures on the paper book can be used for
tracking instead of black rectangular shape markers. Virtual pop-up book was AR book
with natural feature tracking [6]. Digilog Book provided several interaction ways to
users [7, 8]. ARtalet was authoring tools with full 3D AR UI for digilog book [8].

However, even previous AR books show the fusion of real and virtual scene
successfully, it is hard to find concrete relationship between pictures or markers on a
paper book and 3D animated objects. ColAR is an interactive AR coloring book for
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children [5]. Even though many AR books focused on visualization and direct user
interaction, ColAR presents not only 3D models on a book but also colored 3D models
with painted textures by uses. ColorPopUp Sketch Book was also one of AR coloring
book [11, 12]. However, when children read this book, they need to hold smart devices
with their hands. It could be hard work for little children.

In this paper, we propose an AR coloring jigsaw puzzles which provides users with
puzzle pieces for coloring and AR/VR worlds for colored 3D animations. The puzzle is
designed in three worlds: (1) putting and coloring a puzzle in real world, (2) taking a
picture in AR scene, (3) moving to VR world and enjoying it. Thus children would
enjoy coloring jigsaw puzzle, and painting 3D animated model. They also spend a lot
of times with playing 3D animated models in VR world.

To realize this idea, we made jigsaw puzzle which have unpainted pieces. Then we
implemented a smart phone application for painting 3D models in AR and for putting
them in VR worlds. So, we design algorithm to extract specific rectangular area on a
puzzle from video in real-time, and then transforms the image of area into rectangular
for texture mapping. To get specific rectangular area on a jigsaw puzzle, we calculate
transform matrix from local coordinates to world coordinates, and world coordinates to
screen coordinates. To warp trapezoid into rectangular shape, we calculate projection
matrix for image warping and apply interpolation method. Finally eliminating blur
effect caused by image processing, we apply histogram equalization to the texture.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we explain augmented reality and its
SDKs briefly. In Sect. 3, the proposed AR coloring jigsaw puzzle are explained. Imple-
mentation of whole application is in Sect. 4. Finally we conclude our paper in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

Many researchers have interest in book with AR technology. Normally, books with AR
technology are composed of a paper book, a display such as HMD with camera, and a
computer for image processing and graphic rendering. Magic book is one of first book
with AR technology. When users look at the pages of a real book through a hand held
display they can see virtual content superimposed over the real pages. It also provides
user interaction and navigation methods. Virtual pop-up book shows 3D animated
models with similar approach with magic book. It use natural feature tracking algo-
rithm so that there are no markers on a real paper book. Digilog book integrated visual
and haptic feedback into AR book. It also provides authoring tool with 3D UI for
author, so users can rotate and translate virtual object with hand-held manipulation
tools. ColAR allows users to paint in the book pages and then see them 3D models with
the painted color.

The main function of AR SDKs are visual tracking with camera in real time.
ARToolkit is the well-known sdk for the desktop applications. It uses black square
markers. After that there have been many researches to design shape of AR marker.
ARToolkit Plus provides ID-assigned markers. Instead of image pattern in rectangular,
it use visually coded pattern inside marker. OsgART combines computer vision based
tracking libraries with the OpenSceneGraph library. Vuforia SDK is mobile AR
development kit which supports both android and IOS. It also supports unity3D
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extension. Not only simple plain image tracking, it also provides cylinder and cube
shape objects tracking API, extended tracking, text recognition etc. So we select
vuforia sdk for our implementation because it provides powerful mobile AR API and it
is free to use (Table 1).

3 Design of AR Coloring Jigsaw Puzzle

Jigsaw puzzle is a game that makes a whole picture with several small pieces of blocks.
The reason why people play with jigsaw puzzle is that they want to see the full picture
when they put all pieces together. So people have interesting in making something and
looking the final funny results. To make this puzzle more interesting, we allow users to
paint pieces of puzzle and to watch the results in 3D virtual worlds. Figure 1 shows the
procedure.

Generally, vision based tracking algorithm includes image registration, frame
capture, calculations such as pose estimation and calibration, and 3D model augmen-
tation. We integrate vision based tracking algorithm with texture extraction of marker
from screen image for coloring. To extract the image area we calculate four-corner
points of marker shown in mobile device screen.

With perspective matrix and image from camera, the four-point of marker shown in
screen is found. The four corner points of marker is calculated in the form of 3D
coordinates in virtual world. Then it converts 2D screen coordinates by applying
perspective matrix. With this points we process image warping with homogeneous

Table 1. Comparison of AR SDKs [13–19]

Type Mobile platform

ARToolkit Free + commercial SDK option iOS/Android
D’Fusion Free + commercial SDK option iOS/Android
Metaio SDK Free + commercial SDK option iOS/Android
AndAR Free Android
BazAR Open source –

FLARToolkit Open source Web
OsgART Open source –

vuforia Free + commercial SDK option iOS/Android

Fig. 1. Process of AR coloring jigsaw puzzle
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matrix because points in 3D is projected onto 2D screen. This calculation performs by
calculating inverse of homogeneous matrix. Then we get a rectangular image only
shown marker area. After that, we expand the extracted trapezoid shape-image into
rectangular shape. Finally we apply uv- mapping on 3D model with the image.

4 Implementation

We implemented our product for children age from 3 to 7. So jigsaw puzzle was designed
small number and big size of pieces. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the puzzle has 16 pieces. There
are unpainted dragons. We selected dragons because children have interest in dragons
usually. Text and other parts of figures are important clues for visual tracking.

We used Unity3D 4.5 and vuforia 3.0.8 and target device is a smart phone and a
tablet [10]. The puzzle was registered on target manager in the vuforia development
web site, so that we downloaded dataset for image tracking. The two algorithms were
implemented with C# language in unity project. Figure 2(b) shows 3D animated dragon
on smart phone screen. The border of pieces mapped to black line in dragon. To
enhance color, we applied color histogram equalization. Histogram equalization is a
method in image processing of contrast adjustment using the image’s histogram.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. AR coloring jigsaw puzzle application. (a) is unpainted jigsaw puzzle, (b) is painting
process by taking picture with camera, (c) is dragon world. Dragons live there. (d) is mini game.
The painted dragons appears in there.
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After coloring 3D animated models, it moved to virtual world (dragon world) in
Fig. 2(c). There are 20 different dragons, so children could make 20 painted dragons.
The dragons are saved in dragon worlds and children can enjoy playing with them. In
dragon world, children can move and feed the dragons. Finally there are mini games. In
mini games, the painted dragon appeared as game characters as shown in Fig. 2(d).

5 Conclusion and Future Works

We proposed an AR coloring jigsaw puzzles which provided users with puzzle pieces
for coloring and AR/VR worlds for colored 3D animations. The puzzle is designed in
three worlds: (1) putting and coloring a puzzle in real world, (2) taking a picture in AR
scene, (3) moving to VR world and enjoying it.

During demonstration to children, we found that children have interesting in
drawing and watching the painted 3D models. Children spend long time to put the
puzzle together and to play dragons in a virtual world while they spend short time in an
AR world. When children use this puzzle, they have to hold a smart device with their
two hands. However it is difficult to hold a smart device with hands in long time. It was
a problem of most mobile AR system.
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